Solve the problems.

1. Write an equation for each step to solve the problem. Then answer the question.
   Tina picks 18 flowers.
   She throws away 3 flowers. ________________________________
   She gives 8 flowers to her mother. __________________________
   How many flowers does Tina have now? ________ flowers

2. Oscar gets 9 books from school. Then he takes 5 books back and gets 2 more books. How many books does Oscar have now?
   Fill in the boxes to complete the open number lines. Then solve the problem.

Answer: Oscar has ________ books now.
Lesson 6 Quiz continued

3 Stella has 6 big balloons and 5 small balloons. Bill has 8 balloons. How many more balloons does Stella have than Bill?

Complete each model and the answer using a number from the box below. Numbers may be used more than once.

1 3 5 6 8

Step 1: Find the number of balloons Stella has.

Step 2: Find how many more balloons Stella has than Bill.

Answer: Stella has ________ more balloons than Bill.

4 Dasha is filling baskets with eggs. A full basket holds 9 eggs. There are 5 eggs in the first basket. She has 8 more eggs to put in the baskets.

If she fills the first basket, how many eggs will go in the second basket?

Circle the correct answer.

A 3   C 6
B 4   D 11